FLOORPOINT

February - June 2016
Developed by Kai Paludan-Müller in collaboration with
one other student as part of bachelor’s thesis
Floorpoint is the final concept of my bachelor’s thesis titled
’Development of a Tracking Technology Solution for the
Improvement of Shopping Experience in Physical Shops’. The
project was carried out in collaboration with a fellow student as
part of a government funded development project with the Danish
technology consulting company, Delta as our direct link.
The overall concern of the project was whether it would be
possible to develop an original concept able to provide small
businesses with physical retails information on the customer,
which can be used to improve the retail experience while taking
into account the privacy of customers and employees. The
purpose of the final concept from the perspective of the user was
defined based on field studies of which it was concluded that store
managers of smaller physical retails took a interest in the position
and direction of attention of the customers during their visit.
Floorpoint is a solution of which the physical part consists of
sensor units making use of cheap PIR-sensors and a hub which
registers the input from the units through a pre-configured
wireless network and makes the information available through
a web service. The concept aims at creating a user experience
as simple possible by providing battery powered plug-and-play
units and attachment through personalization by showing the
measurements of the sensor units on a map drawn by the shop
manager himself. The concept (both the physical and the digital
part) was prototyped and tested in real life context throughout
multiple iterations.
The idea for the final concept was systematically selected from
a pool of ideas generated based on research on what a ”store
experience” contains, on current tracking technologies and
products as well as introductory field studies.
As the project was developed in a highly collaborative manner,
both my partner and I played part in far most aspects from
research through ideation to concept development. The latter
included a morphological approach to the concept, quantitative
development based on results from workshops, further technical
specifications of battery capacity and sensor precision, and
building the backbone of a possible business model.
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WAKEYS
June 2015

Developed by Kai Paludan-Müller in collaboration with
five other students as part of coursework in
’Mechatronics Engineering Design’
The concept, Wakeys marks the final outcome of a 3-week
intensive group work in designing and prototyping an ideal alarm
clock which guarantees the user to be entirely awake once the
alarm clock has been turned off, all while motivating creativity and
developing musical capabilities. The given challenge was simply to
conceptually develop and prototype a fully functional alarm clock,
and we were to conceptualize the initial idea making use of the
learning gained during the course including simple Arduino-based
programing, rapid prototyping, and assembling electronic circuits.
Once the time of the alarm (set by using the rotary encoder) has
come, the keyboard look-a-like alarm clock starts playing the
selected melody with the tunes of the selected musical instrument.
While the melody is playing, the corresponding tangents are lit up
to indicate the rise of the day visually. As soon as the user presses
any tangent, the melody stops playing, and the user is to play
the same melody guided by the lights in each tangent. If the user
fails in playing the correct note, (s)he is to start over. When not
being in use with its immediate function, the alarm clock can be
used as a simple keyboard or enable the user to practice any preprogrammed melody guided by the lit-up keys for the morning
to come. The concept was inspired by an urge to stimulate several
senses of the user, which typically had been ignored by alarm
clocks.
Working in a bigger group with a tight deadline, exact roles of each
team member were defined. My role consisted of designing and
executing the rapid prototyping of non-electronic parts, working
out parts of the electronics by trial and error, transcription and
coding of melodies, and taking part in concept development and
planning.
Throughout the course the focal point of idea development had
been the excessive use of quick physical prototyping starting at
the very initial stages, eliminating drawing as a tool for idea and
concept development in this project as well.
Please find a presentation of the concept on the following link:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-f4aaS1p20

Photos of final prototype by K. Greve

HANDHELD CONSOLE
February - March 2017

Developed by Kai Paludan-Müller as a personal project
The goal of this project was to develop a fully
playable emulated console built into a handheld
controller by reusing an old, unused controller
(PS1) and installing a micro computer (Raspberry
Pi Zero) replacing former PCB’s.
The project was motivated by personal gains of
developing further coding abilities and knowledge
on developing electronic circuits as well as my
general pursuit of putting life into old electronics
by means of reuse.
The Handheld Console is used simply by plugging
in the HDMI-cable to any screen, and using the
existing keys to maneuver through emulated
games (the game emulator itself is developed in
open source coding communities).
Images to the right show the development from
old, unused controller to fully playable emulating
console.

VALVE ACTUATOR

November 2014 - January 2015
Developed by Kai Paludan-Müller as part of coursework
in ’Product Design and Documentation’
The goal of this given task was to develop a valve
actuator making use of mechanical principles while
being as compact as possible. The method presented
to use during the development process was strictly
systematic, and the final concept was to be specified
down to every single detail ranging from the degree
of the slope on the teeth of the gear racks to exact
purchase price and retailer of the single components.
The task had a constrain defined by the use scenario
that the actuator was to be manually activated while
being electrically assisted, and to be able to be purely
manually (de-)activated in case of failure or power
loss. The final concept overcomes the challenge
by installing a switch (green button) to switch to
manual control (using the red steering wheel) while
using the same gearing as when activated using the
electric assistance. Severe gearing is necessary in
both use cases as a standard DC-motor was to be
used as to minimize size, though the gearing had to
be disconnected from the motor while the actuator
was being used manually to prevent the motor from
being damaged.
From this project I achieved insight in the exact
steps in developing a very technical product and
the severe extent of detailing. Far most of the
conceptualization and the concept development as
well as the final presentation was done using CAD
only as the project was purely focused on precision
and producibility.

OTHER PROJECTS
September 2014 -

Developed by Kai Paludan-Müller as part of
coursework and as personal projects
The following is a selection of some of my projects,
which are all developed singlehanded by myself:
Young Hands
The glove which helps elderly and weakened hands
gaining back power in their grip by the use of small
controlled currents was developed as part of the
coursework in ’Industrial Design 1’. A physical
prototype was also made to present the aesthetics.

Replacement Lid
During my exchange studies in Delft, I took a liking
to the AH-glass bottle - so much that I decided to
custom make a lid since the original was in metal,
which would eventually leave rust on the bottle.
I have since done several projects repairing or
upgrading existing products using rapid prototyping
as the solution, including mudguards for bikes,
curtain rod fixtures etc.

Technical Drawings
I have presented several technical drawings
including mold designs and drawings aimed at
production generated by the use of CAD. The
drawings were part of the coursework in ’Design
of Plastic Products’, ’Advanced CAD’, and ’Product
Design and Documentation’ .

Webcam Design
Aesthetically innovative webcams was to be
designed as part of the coursework in ’Industrial
Design 1’. Some of the designs were conceptualized
further and rendered by hand.

